
GLOBAL PANDEMIC

The global pandemic resulted in 

major business interruption to the 

group’s operations and has been 

identified as the group’s top risk. 

Uncertainty prevails around  

Covid-19’s continued impact on 

revenue generation and the second 

virus wave led to certain lockdown 

measures being reinstated early 

in 2021. This risk continues to be 

closely monitored from a group risk 

perspective. 

The group continues to enforce and 

monitor strict and disciplined  

Covid-19 protocols to mitigate 

against the risk of employees, 

customers and other key 

stakeholders contracting the 

virus. These protocols were 

benchmarked.  

RISK MANAGEMENT 
The board is ultimately responsible for governing the group’s risk management 
process, which includes formulating the group’s risk appetite, and setting and 
monitoring risk tolerance. The board discharges its duties by mandating specific 
risk management duties and responsibilities to the group risk committee. 
Sun International’s risk management process provides an appropriate balance 
between identifying and minimising key risks and value depreciation activities, 
while realising value creation opportunities. Risks identified arise from various 
internal and external factors, including the group’s material matters, stakeholder 
engagement and operating environment. Our risks inform as well as shape our 
group strategy. 

RISK APPROACH
Sun International’s formal risk management process and 
governance structure, with various management and board 
committees, are responsible for identifying, reviewing and 
monitoring the group’s risks and recognising opportunities. 
Our executive team remains collectively responsible for 
managing and evaluating the risk register prior to each risk 
committee meeting. 

Each risk is linked to the achievement of the group’s five 
strategic objectives. The group considers its risks in terms 
of the potential impact and likelihood of a risk occurring, 
resulting in an inherent risk rating. The potential impact is 
determined by considering the operational, regulatory and 
financial impact a risk could have on the group, while the 
likelihood is rated on a scale ranging from a remote possibility 
to a definite possibility. 

Each inherent risk is considered along with the effectiveness 
of mitigating controls which results in a residual risk exposure. 
A residual risk rating is allocated to each risk, with a detailed 
risk mitigation action plan with quarterly status updates, and 
contingency plans and possible opportunities to minimise 
or prevent the risk. Each risk is assigned to a specific 
executive who is responsible for implementing the mitigation 
measures and is also accountable for continually monitoring 
and reporting on progress. During 2020, the group’s risk 
register was further enhanced to include a high-level risk 
dashboard that specifies the total number of group risks, 
along with the risk category and risk status (extreme, serious, 
moderate, within appetite and acceptable). The dashboard 
also introduced relevant risk categories as well as a summary 
of the number of new risks, deleted risks and combined/
changed risks. 

Prior to the final risk committee meeting for the year, our 
risk working committee, comprising the executive team and 
relevant management, conduct a full review of the year’s risk 
ratings and updated mitigation measures. The risk committee 
ensures that our risk methodology and approach are still 
relevant and that the risks represent the group’s risk universe. 
The risk committee is satisfied that the group’s 2020 risk 
approach was consistently applied group-wide and remains 
relevant and robust. The group also obtains an independent 
opinion from a third-party consultant from time to time on 
the appropriateness of its risk management process and its 
alignment to best practice. Group Internal Audit (GIA) also 
reviews and audits the group’s risk management processes at 
group and at unit level. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

RISK GOVERNANCE
The chairman of the risk committee reports 
to the board following each meeting, in 
accordance with the committee’s terms 
of reference. The committee’s mandate 
provides that material matters are reported 
to the group’s audit committee to ensure 
the committee has appropriate insight into 
the group’s material risks and opportunities, 
and to avoid duplication of matters within 
the remit of both committees. The board, 
through the audit and risk committees, 
considers the risks and opportunities the 
group may face. It also seeks the assurance 
of the risk committee chairman that the 
risks have been assessed and mitigated 
by management. The chairman of the 
audit committee is a member of the risk 
committee. The interaction between these 
two committees is such that the audit 
committee has an oversight role, specifically 
in relation to financial reporting risks.

Effectiveness 
of mitigating 

controls

Risk appetite

Business 
opportunities

Risk 
movement  
and level of 

control

Business 
interruption

Risk 
timeframe – 

short, medium 
and  

long term

Stakeholder 
impact

Economic 
impact 

Reputational 
risk

Legal 
compliance

FACTORS 
CONSIDERED BY 

THE BOARD WHEN 
ASSESSING RISK

RISK IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

RISK APPETITE
The board determines the group’s risk appetite annually, based on an assessment of the strategic, financial, operational, 

compliance and reputational risks contained in the risk register

Assurance 

GIA reviews the group’s risk management processes at 
group and at unit level

Review and 
identify unit 
risks for the 
group through 
the quarterly 
unit-specific risk 
registers

RESPONSIBILITY: 
Management at  
unit level

RESPONSIBILITY: 
Executive team

Consolidate 
unit-specific risk 
registers and 
incorporate any 
changes into the 
group risk register

RESPONSIBILITY: 
Risk working 
committee

Interrogate 
and update the 
controls and 
mitigating actions 
and executive 
responsible for 
specific risks, 
where relevant 

RESPONSIBILITY: 
Executive team

Communicate 
the consolidated 
group risk register 
to all units for 
updates, review 
and consideration 

RESPONSIBILITY: 
Executive team

Report most 
significant risks to 
the risk committee 
as well as any new 
or deleted risks 

RESPONSIBILITY: 
Risk committee

Conduct an 
annual risk review 
workshop 
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

Risk governance structure
The risk governance structure below depicts the various management and board committees responsible for the 
risk management process group-wide. GIA’s annual internal audit plan includes a review of the risk methodology 
application consistency, the effectiveness of risk controls and the risk governance structure. 

Sun International 
board of directors

Executive  
management

Investment committee

Social and ethics committee

Remuneration committee

Nomination committee

South Africa and other African countries

Divisional risk 
committee

Sustainability 
committee

Unit operational 
risk committee 

  IT governance 
sub-committee

Risk committee

Insurance and risk

Audit committee

Group internal audit

EXTERNAL 
AUDIT

INTERNAL 
AUDIT

MANAGEMENT

Combined assurance model
The group’s combined assurance model is 
presented below and consists of internal 
assurance (management and internal audit) 
and external assurance (external audit).

External audit evaluates:
 ∞  Accuracy, transparency and integrity 

of information

 ∞  Reliable and accurate reporting of 

information and risks

 ∞  Effectiveness of operating processes 

and governance structures

GIA evaluates:
 ∞ Reliability and integrity of information

 ∞  Effectiveness of operating processes 

and governance structures

 ∞  Reliable and accurate reporting and 

communication of risks

 ∞  Safeguarding of assets

 ∞  Compliance with laws, regulations 

and controls

Management:
 ∞  Collects, reviews and reports on 

specific risks

 ∞  Identifies mitigation measures 

and identifies responsible and 

accountable risk managers

 ∞  Minimises and controls risk
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

TOP 10 RISKS 

The risk table below identifies the group’s top 10 risks as at 31 December 2020. These risks are discussed in detail and 
include Sun International’s level of control, key stakeholders impacted and primary board committee; responsible for 
oversight. For the year under review risk 1 (coronavirus (Covid-19)) is a new risk and risk 8 (succession for critical positions) 
and risk 10 (cyber threats and information security) moved into the top 10 risks. 

The following risks moved out of the top 10 or are no longer relevant compared to 2019

 ∞  Illegal gambling (2019: Risk 10) was combined with erosion of market share due to Electronic Bingo Terminal (EBTs) and 

Limited Pay-out Machines (LPMs) in catchment areas (2019: Risk 3) to form a new risk called Erosion of market share due 

to other forms of gaming 

 ∞  Non-renewal or significant cost of renewal of SCJ licences (2019: Risk 5) – not applicable as we disposed of Sun 

Dreams in Latam

 ∞  Loss of GrandWest casino licence exclusivity (2019: Risk 7) – in November 2020, it was rated as risk 17

 ∞  Civil protests and riots (South Africa and Latam) (2019: Risk 9) – not applicable as we disposed of Sun Dreams in Latam and riots 

no longer an issue in South Africa.

RISK 
RANKING RISK DESCRIPTION

RESIDUAL  
RISK

CHANGE IN 
SEVERITY

2019 RISK 
RATING

STRATEGIC  
OBJECTIVE

1 Coronavirus (Covid-19) Extreme (2019: n/a)

2
Weak economic 

conditions
Extreme (2019: 2)

3 Smoking legislation Moderate (2019: 1)

4
Increase in gaming  

taxes and levies
Moderate (2019: 4)

5

Increased demands 

from stakeholders 

(minority shareholders, 

communities and local 

suppliers)

Moderate (2019: 6)

6

Erosion of market share 

due to other forms of 

gaming 

Moderate
(2019: 3  
and 10)

7
Ongoing changes in 

licence conditions
Within appetite (2019: 8)

8
Succession plans for 

critical roles
Within appetite (2019: 14)

9
Cyber threats and 

information security
Within appetite (2019: 12)

10

Infrastructure 

management and 

maintenance

Within appetite (2019:18)

CHANGE IN RISK SEVERITY:    UNCHANGED       INCREASED       DECREASED      NEW RISK

Protect and leverage 
our existing asset 

portfolio

Improve our existing 
operations and our 
guest experience 

Our people

Governance and 
sustainability

Grow our business 
into new areas and 

products
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞  Implemented Covid-19 protocols, training of staff and 

general awareness among customers and guests
 ∞  Reduced employee salaries and hours to contain costs
 ∞  Implemented retrenchment processes (voluntary and early 

retirement) 
 ∞  Applied to gaming boards to turn on all slot machines 

given the high-quality shields installed, social distancing 
(only every second machine operational) and cleaning 
protocols at casinos

 ∞  Concluded a rights issue (R1.2 billion) to strengthen the 
group’s liquidity position

 ∞  Continued to update requirements as the Covid-19 levels 
changed

RISK DESCRIPTION 
The coronavirus (Covid-19) is an infectious disease that 
has brought about global pandemic. This pandemic 
severely impacted our business operations and revenue 
across our gaming, hospitality and supply chain areas

CORONAVIRUS 
(COVID-19) (2019: n/a)

1

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞  Focus on improving our customer experience and 

engagement by:

 –   Relaunching our Most Valued Guest (MVG) programme 
with a clearer and more meaningful offering

 –  Developing a Sun International mobile app for both our 
leisure and casino customers

 –  Changing our booking engine to drive an increase in 
direct bookings and improve the customer experience 
when making bookings

 –   Implementing a new gaming system (Playtech) in a 
phased approach beginning in 2021, that will enhance 
our customer experience

 ∞  Ongoing focus on improving operational and resource 
efficiencies as well as cost containment across the group

 ∞   Strengthened our balance sheet and improved our 
liquidity position by concluding a R1.2 billion rights issue 
and utilising the proceeds from the disposal of our 65% 
investment in Sun Dreams to reduce debt

RISK DESCRIPTION 
South Africa’s economy has deteriorated due to 
ongoing corruption and crime, which was exacerbated 
by the global Covid-19 pandemic

WEAK ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
 (2019: 2)

2

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Extreme Limited

Primary board  
committee

Risk, audit, social and ethics and 
remuneration committees 

Key 
stakeholders

Employees, customers, shareholders, 
suppliers, communities

OUTLOOK
 ∞  The weak economic climate is set to continue and 

Covid-19 will add additional economic pressures for 
corporates and consumers. South Africa’s energy 
supplier remains fragile and high energy costs persist, 
which impact growth opportunities. Crime and 
corruption are still a concern and continue to impact 
our economy

OUTLOOK
 ∞  The second wave of Covid-19 impacted South 

Africa at the end of December 2020 and prompted 
the reinstatement of certain lockdown conditions, 
which continue to amplify pressure on South Africa’s 
economy, consumer spend and travel 

 ∞  Government aims to roll out its vaccine strategy, 
including a three-phase distribution process, during 
2021 to contain the virus

 ∞  Sun International will continue with reduced work 
hours and employee salary adjustments 

Risk category:  

Business interruption

Risk category:  

Financial sustainability

  UNCHANGED  

  INCREASED 

 DECREASED  

  NEW RISK

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Extreme Limited

Primary board  
committee

Risk and audit committees

Key 
stakeholders

Shareholders and potential investors  
and employees

CHANGE IN RISK SEVERITY:
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞  Submitted comments on the proposed Tobacco Bill against 

the May 2018 draft and we await government’s view on the 
collective submissions made

 ∞   Continue to lobby and engage with the Casino Association 
of South Africa (CASA), the gaming boards, trade unions 
and other affected corporates 

RISK DESCRIPTION 
South Africa’s draft Control of Tobacco Products and 
Electronic Delivery System Bill, 2018 was published in 
May 2018 and includes a ban on smoking (including 
e-cigarettes) in public areas (both indoor and outdoor 
areas). This proposed legislation will have a significant 
impact on the group’s casino revenues

SMOKING LEGISLATION
(2019: 1)

3

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞   Monitoring CASA’s progress in challenging the increase on 

grounds of a procedural and fairness basis
 ∞  Lobbying and challenging proposed gaming tax legislation 

is ongoing for the group
 ∞  In certain circumstances Sun International is obliged to pay 

increases in gaming taxes and levies pending the outcome 
of the various challenges we have raised

RISK DESCRIPTION 
Various provincial gaming boards have implemented 
and/or proposed increases to gaming taxes and levies 
in 2020. Where the increases have become effective 
the group is obligated to comply with the increases, 
however the group continues to engage with the 
various gaming boards directly and through CASA on 
these increases

INCREASE IN GAMING TAXES 
AND LEVIES (2019: 4)

4

OUTLOOK
 ∞   The South African legislation is not expected to be 

enacted in the 2021 financial year
 ∞   The group continues to lobby and coordinate efforts 

with other affected industries
 ∞  The group’s legal department continues to monitor 

changes and/or movement on the proposed bill

OUTLOOK
 ∞  Currently the group is not aware of any additional 

increases in gaming taxes or levies
 ∞  We anticipate engaging more constructively with 

gaming boards in the future regarding compliance 
costs associated with a gambling business

Risk category:  

Regulated operating environment

Risk category:  

Regulated operating environment

  UNCHANGED  

  INCREASED 

 DECREASED  

  NEW RISK

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Extreme Limited

Primary board  
committee

Risk committee

Key 
stakeholders

Employees, customers, health 
authorities and shareholders

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Extreme Limited

Primary board  
committee

Risk committee

Key 
stakeholders

Gaming boards, CASA, provincial 
government and shareholders

CHANGE IN RISK SEVERITY:
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞  A formal community engagement management plan is 

in place to improve community dialogue and to identify 
community needs

 ∞  Continued to support local B-BBEE procurement and 
enterprise development within communities surrounding 
group operations, through our supplier registration 
database and our online tender notice board

 ∞  Additional CSI and SED spend has been allocated to 
address some of the community needs identified as part of 
our ongoing community engagement strategy

 ∞  Developed and improved guest platforms to report and 
address guest questions, concerns, complaints and 
suggestions

 ∞  Building on our existing Sun Talk platform to improve 
communication with employees

 ∞  Regular focused communication with interested 
stakeholder groupings such as our debt funders, 
shareholders and equity partners

RISK DESCRIPTION 
There have been ongoing demands from local 
communities and local suppliers surrounding our 
operations, ranging from procurement, employment 
and shareholding to land opportunities. Political parties 
are increasing their involvement and local B-BBEE 
shareholders’ requests are increasing 

INCREASED DEMANDS FROM 
STAKEHOLDERS (minority 
shareholders, communities and
local suppliers) (2019: 6)

5

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞  Engaged with a financial institution to ascertain the viability 

of blocking bank accounts of persons who are participating 
in illegal gambling activities 

 ∞  Continuing to participate in the National Illegal Gambling 
Enforcement Forum consisting of the SAPS and National 
Gambling Board (NGB)

 ∞  Lobbying gaming boards for support from law 
enforcement agencies

 ∞  The company leverages developments in the online sports 
betting business to offset the erosion of revenue

RISK DESCRIPTION 
The proliferation of Illegal gambling operations, the 
availability of casino-style games offered by non-casino 
licensees and the operation of EBTs continue to erode 
gaming revenues 

EROSION OF MARKET SHARE DUE
TO OTHER FORMS OF GAMING 
AND LEVIES (2019: 3 and 10)

6

OUTLOOK
 ∞  It is expected that increased stakeholder demands will 

continue, given the weak economic environment and 
the additional impact of Covid-19 

 ∞  Sun International will continue to proactively engage 
with stakeholders on their concerns

OUTLOOK
 ∞   It is anticipated that alternative casino-style games will 

continue to grow
 ∞  The group’s strategy is to keep abreast of the 

changing landscape in the online gaming 
environment.  CASA is considering its options to 
challenge unlawful gambling through the Advertising 
Regulatory Board and provides regular updates to 
Sun International

Risk category:  

Regulated operating environment

Risk category:  

Increased competition

  UNCHANGED  

  INCREASED 

 DECREASED  

  NEW RISK

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Moderate Medium

Primary board  
committee

Social and ethics committee

Key 
stakeholders

Shareholders, communities  
and suppliers Residual risk

Sun International’s level 
of control

Moderate Limited

Primary board  
committee

Risk committee 

Key 
stakeholders

Gaming boards, CASA, South African 
Police Service (SAPS) and provincial 
and national government

CHANGE IN RISK SEVERITY:
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞  Finalising the Gaming Board approvals for the proposed 

changes to gaming operations
 ∞  Finalising licence conditions with various gambling boards
 ∞ Proactively improving relationships with gambling boards
 ∞  Maintaining or improving the group’s current B-BBEE levels 

in South Africa
 ∞   Continuing to adhere to current licence conditions and 

regularly providing feedback to gaming boards on our 
compliance status

RISK DESCRIPTION 
Regulators continue to propose more onerous 
licence conditions that will impact the group’s licence 
compliance and profitability 

ONGOING CHANGES IN LICENCE 
CONDITIONS (2019: 8)

7

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞   Succession plans are in place and aligned to best practice.  

New employees are identified annually, based on our 
operating requirements and natural attrition

 ∞   Our talent management approach was enhanced with 
additional assessment processes to refine the approach 
and create greater momentum in building succession 
talent pools for critical roles 

 ∞  Ongoing focus on equal pay for work of equal value in  
the group

 ∞  Transformation and general equality are incorporated in all 
new employee appointments

RISK DESCRIPTION 
Lockdown and business closures deviated attention 
from comprehensive employee talent reviews. This has 
led to the loss of critical skills and/or infrastructure to 
drive the business forward

SUCCESSION PLANS FOR 
CRITICAL ROLES (2019: 14)

8

OUTLOOK
 ∞  The group continues to proactively engage with the 

relevant gaming boards
 ∞   Covid-19 restrictions may impact our B-BBEE levels, 

that could impact our compliance licence conditions 
which have already been entrenched in the business

OUTLOOK
 ∞  The economic crises continue to impact on critical 

roles in South Africa as employees are seeking 
alternative opportunities abroad

Risk category:  

Gaming and other operating licences

Risk category:  

Human resources, labour and transformation

  UNCHANGED  

  INCREASED 

 DECREASED  

  NEW RISK

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Within appetite Medium

Primary board  
committee

Risk committee 

Key 
stakeholders

Gaming boards, provincial government, 
shareholders and potential investors

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Within appetite High

Primary board  
committee

Risk and social and ethics  
committees 

Key 
stakeholders

Employees, shareholders

CHANGE IN RISK SEVERITY:
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

continued

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞   A cyber insurance policy was put in place to mitigate  

risk exposure.
 ∞  Assessing the regulatory environment and impact to  

the group
 ∞  Enhancing our security protocols to combat new data 

breach threats
 ∞  Establishing a vulnerability management practice to provide 

reporting, monitoring and execution of identified threats 
across the application and infrastructure landscape 

 ∞  Conducting independent internal and external penetration 
testing to understand current threats and vulnerabilities

RISK DESCRIPTION 
Increasing interconnectivity, globalisation and 
commercialisation of cybercrime are driving greater 
frequency and severity of cyber incidents, including data 
breaches. These data breaches could lead to system 
unavailability, business disruption and reputational 
damage. Remote working due to lockdown has 
increased the risk of cyber threats

CYBER THREATS AND 
INFORMATION SECURITY (2019: 12)

9

RISK MITIGATION
 ∞  Due to Covid-19, major focus was placed on the correct 

procedures and processes for the closing down of 
infrastructure and recommissioning at reopening

 ∞  During lockdown work was carried out on infrastructure 
maintenance to capitalise on the downtime

 ∞  A new facilities management service provider took over the 
engineering management at Sun City and reintroduced a 
comprehensive preventative maintenance programme

 ∞  Various new standard operating procedures (SOPs) were 
issued to all units to allow businesses to embed the new 
preventative maintenance processes

 ∞  Ongoing audits and monitoring of utility bills assist in 
identifying water leakages and energy inefficiencies at units

RISK DESCRIPTION 
Ageing property infrastructure needs to be assessed and 
preventative maintenance defined and implemented.  
An increase in proactive maintenance processes will 
result in an improved unit and guest experience resulting 
in less reactive maintenance

INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
AND MAINTENANCE (2019: 18)

10

OUTLOOK
 ∞  It is key to protect our critical data and digital assets, 

which are managed through an effective and robust 
information security management system. While there 
has been in increase in targeted attacks, there has 
been no breach of our data or systems

 ∞  Phishing attempts are the primary attack type and our 
focus area for 2021 is to enhance our awareness and 
communication to employees 

 ∞  As we look at more cloud-based technology solutions, 
we have initiated a project to manage our cloud 
security controls

OUTLOOK
 ∞  Most units are reaching their 20-year age profile, 

with some units including Wild Coast Sun, Sun City, 
Boardwalk and Carnival City already older than  
20 years. Therefore, unit-specific long-term (five-to 
10-year) master plans will be prepared by all units 

 ∞  All engineering service level agreements and/or 
contracts are being reviewed and motivated as part of 
the proactive maintenance programme

 ∞  Alternative energy sources will be considered to 
reduce the risk around inconsistent electricity supply 
and ever-increasing electricity costs

Risk category:  

Business interruption

Risk category:  

Protect and leverage our existing asset portfolio

  UNCHANGED  

  INCREASED 

 DECREASED  

  NEW RISK

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Within appetite High

Primary board  
committee

Risk committee 

Key 
stakeholders

Employees, shareholders and potential 
investors

Residual risk
Sun International’s level 
of control

Within appetite High

Primary board  
committee

Risk committee 

Key 
stakeholders

Shareholders, guests and employees

CHANGE IN RISK SEVERITY:
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